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 MISSISSIPPI
COCAINE SALES UPDATE

On Tuesday 21 April 1998 I spoke with a person knowledgeable about
conditions on the Mississippi Gulf Coast who is able to correct this problem.
I gave him  information about the drug predicament on the Coast that is
carried on, operated and supervised by the Harrison County Sheriff and the
Chiefs of Police of Gulfport and Biloxi,  as well as others not named herein,
in the hopes and expectation that he could and would do something about
this situation.  I hope and pray that he can and will do something to clean up
the drug matter and other criminal racketeering.  It is not my intentions to
gross anyone out who reads this, but conditions here are such that in order
to understand the deviate psychopathic and schizoid mentalities of the dope
dealing terrorist referred to herein, as well as to be able to deal with them, it
is necessary to accurately understand them.  So, when a citizen is having to
deal with such people in  order to protect and preserve their life, liberty and
freedom as well as our heritage and Constitution, it is imperative that you
fight them with any and all weapons available to you.

I related to him that Tommy Moffett, Chief of Police of Biloxi was
dealing cocaine (crack) principally at Division & Main in Biloxi.  I told him
that he didn’t have to take my word for it, to go down there to Division &
Main tonight and see for himself, and while at it to drive down Hewes Ave.
in Gulfport and observe the drive by situation operated there, as well as on
Gaston Point, the world’s largest drive by crack sales area, operated and
controlled by the Gulfport Police.  Everyone knows about it, and it certainly
is no secret what I am relating to you here.  It seems that no one in our
dysfunctional government seems to know anything about this billion dollar a
year illegal drug operation that has been going on for over ten years, here on
the Coast, and  it is Mississippi’s largest industry.  I told him that  almost
daily,  people ask me what if anything, I can do to clean up this situation that
has been operating since Larkin Smith was elected Sheriff.  I hear
complaints daily about the Gaston Point Drive By Sales Operation selling
crack on the side of the street, always with the Gulfport, Mississippi  Police
Dept. cars standing by observing the crack sales, or either obtaining
evidence against the purchasers, or to make sure that no one rips off the
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street dealers, all Black youths.  Nurses at the nearby Gulfport Memorial
Hospital have complained to me about having to drive through there at night,
going to and  from work.  It has been my observation that anyone who
denies, or claims that they don’t know about these things going on, is either
part of the operation, covering up for them, or is dumb and ignorant of what
is going on,  in that it is unbelievable or inconceivable to them.   I am of the
firm belief that more than 90 % of the citizens of this County know about
the cops  crack operation.  I might add here that anyone who denies any
knowledge of this operation fits the profile of one of the Terrorist who are
part of this operation.  Also, it appears that many  of those in a position of
leadership and responsibility in government who are one of them, deny any
knowledge of this operation, and don’t want you to tell them anything about
it and if you do, you are ridiculed and called everything from insane,
drugged out, are senile, have AIDS or Alzheimer’s, or are some kind of a
conspiracy nut, and you should  just go away and keep your mouth shut, if
you know what is good for you, but when you confront them with the facts
and witnesses, they sing a different tune.  I have discovered that each time
that I relate to a person of responsibility about enforcing the criminal laws,
they thereafter conduct some sort of a raid, always at locations other than at
these  lucrative drive by locations, usually by kicking in the doors of those
who have just driven by and made a purchase.  Obviously the police in the
cars parked at these areas are writing down license plate numbers for that
purpose.   The  other police protected crack sales areas are crack houses
whose locations are well known to users, and also  low income apartment
complexes where there is always someone outside in the parking lot selling
it to tenants, or to those who drive up and buy it and leave.  No area is left
without its crack dealers.  These charade raids follow a complaint by
someone.   These raids that take place a couple times a year appears to be
just a cover up, or a dog and pony show put on by the law enforcement to
try to deceive the public into believing that  law enforcement is not part of
the operation, which everyone knows is an outright cold blooded lie.  If you
know one of the law enforcement people, and ask them, they won’t deny
that they are selling cocaine, if asked directly, privately and confidentially.

On or about  the 28th of April 1998 the most recent charade raid was
conducted by the State Bureau of Narcotics, Gulfport Police and Sheriffs
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deputies at night.  This was reported by the local media.  One report in the
Sun Herald was that there was a stabbing on Hewes Avenue that night,
obviously drug related, and that the stabbed person was taken to Memorial
Hospital.  No other information was reported by the media.  No arrests were
made at the Gaston Point area.  A nurse at the hospital related to me that a
DEA Agent told him that Gaston Point area was the largest drive by crack
sales operation in the entire world.  This is something that the Terrorist
thugs in control of this State can be proud of, and can brag about.  They are
good at this drug dealing, murder, stealing, blackmailing, extortion, political
corruption, treason and anarchy,  as well as about any other crime that you
want to think up, they are doing it, and are getting away with it, of course,
for the time being.  I am disturbed about the conditions in our Country which
are immense, to say the least.

There is always a bit of humor coming out of the criminal operations of the
corrupt law enforcement.  This actually occurred and I will try to relate it as
it was told to me.  On the night of the 28th, or 29th,  Chief of Police, Tommy
Moffett sent some of his police officers in Biloxi down to the Intersection of
Division and Main to run his crack dealers off of the street while this
charade raid in Gulfport was taking place.  The officer told them to leave, all
did as told except one Black boy and his friend.  The officer arrested one of
them, the dealer, and hand cuffed him, searched him and found a quantity of
crack in his pocket.  This young Black boy told his buddy to get on the cell
phone that he had and call “Tommy.”  He  did, held the phone up to the
arrestees ear, who told Tommy that he was  handcuffed and to tell his officer
to unhandcuff him and let him go.  Tommy asked that he give the phone to
the officer.  The officer was told to unhandcuff him, let him go and to bring
the crack to him personally.  After being unhandcuffed, the dealer said,
“See, its good to have  friends and influence in high places.” (or similar
words to that effect)  This officer should be called upon to explain what
happened and appropriate action taken against the Chief of Police, for
obstructing justice, if nothing else.  My observation is that;  Tommy has to
protect his dealers, because they know too much on him, and others;
second, Tommy could not allow one of his crack dealers to be arrested in
that they would all loose faith in him and destroy his lucrative, multi-million
dollar a year crack business down on Division and Main and most likely
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cause the loss of his job.  Nor could he allow a case into the court system to
be made public, indicating that this man was dealing dope at Division and
Main, which is undeniably the most well known location in Biloxi for drug
dealing by the City of Biloxi, second only to Gaston Point in Gulfport.
These thugs operating this crack racket are so stupid that they just cannot
believe that there is anyone out there who would believe that they are selling
drugs openly, and in such large quantities.  To the contrary, there is no one
out there who would believe that they are not.

Reliable information related to me reveals that Sheriff Price has a man to
prepare large packages of drugs which is sent to Parchman State Prison to
be distributed to the prison guards there to sell to the inmates.   In simple
language, Price provides all of the cocaine and other drugs that are sold to
inmates at this large prison.  On  more  than one occasion  large parcels of
drugs were sent to Parchman Prison on the bus that  transports inmates to
Parchman.   The drugs are  sold to  prisoners there, many of whom  are
serving long sentences for drug offenses, much lesser offenses than what the
Sheriff and Chiefs are committing.  The cops are selling it to  their former
competitors and partners in crime who they imprisoned for doing the same
thing that they are doing.  Make sense?

Recently I spoke with a Gulfport Police Officer who I asked if it were not
true that the cops were selling cocaine and other drugs.  He stated that they
were.  I asked him why, and he stated that they used to arrest people on
drug charges and “One of them old crooked judges would turn them loose”,
so they decided to just sell it themselves, which they have been doing since
1986.  I told him that this was a double standard of justice, one standard for
them, the cops, and one for every one else.  He agreed and added, “We are
the law, so who is going to do anything about it?”   I must state here that
there are many honest and dedicated law enforcement people who have to
tolerate this situation to keep their jobs,  they detest it, as well as those
individuals that they have to work for, who are the principal criminals.
Many officers resign, some keep silent and act dumb just to keep their jobs,
and many have nothing but contempt for their chiefs, and sheriff.  I once
asked a police officer whom I knew what side he was going to take when
the revolution started, and his reply was that all of the officers that he knew
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were going to come down with the blue flu, that they would never fight
against  patriotic citizens and for these dope dealing superiors that they hate.

In 1988 I represented a man who was arrested, but no record made of it, by
Gulfport police, for selling drugs.  He was required to move into an
apartment in a low rent complex.  My investigation revealed that he would
be in his apartment most all of the time, especially at night selling drugs
provided him by his arresting officer who naturally did not ever formally
arrest him, but who supplied the drugs he sold to people who were lined up
at his door to buy, waiting for their turn to go in.  That this dealer for the
cops had a large briefcase on the foot of his bed with a .38 caliber pistol, a
stack of money  for change, and a large quantity of any kind of drug that the
police brought him to sell.  He had no worries about being apprehended.
This type of thing occurred more than ten years ago and is still taking place.

Profile:
The government has a profile that is used to spot drug traffickers at airports,
which is a pattern that smugglers conform to unwittingly.  One indicator is
that he be traveling from a city to a place like Miami, with no checked
luggage, return the same day, paying for his ticket with cash, using an
assumed name,  a traveling companion who requests seating other than near
the principal smuggler, etc.  So, these dealers, terrorist thugs operating the
drug syndicate in Harrison County, Miss. have their own separate profile by
which they are easily identified.  All of their members who you can engage
in conversation about this situations do many of these identifying things:
1.  They say, “I can’t see why anyone would put that stuff in their bodies.”

This is to say, it is  O.K. to sell it, so, lets not talk about the dealers, lets
blame it on the user/buyers,  who are the victims of this terrorist
organization operating within our government.  Just deflect the blame to
someone else, is their policy.

2.  Once I represented some Colombians who were caught smuggling drugs
into this Country, before it became a de facto government operation.
One of them was making fun of, and ridiculing the slogan, “Just say no to
drugs.”  He laughed and stated that anyone who used their drugs,
thereafter couldn’t say “No” to it.  This statement of saying “no to
drugs” is utter nonsense.  These drugs are highly addictive, especially
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crack.  Then you have the D.A.R.E. programs where law enforcement
officers go to schools and lecture and demonstrate to the small children
how drugs are used and show them the equipment used to ingest them.
Their young and innocent minds, especially after they are told, “The
choice is yours!” will inventively try it, then they are addicted, unless
they are a very strong willed person.  Can you conceive of an honest,
dedicated law enforcement officer telling a young teenager that the
choice is theirs?  This places upon them, and them alone, the prerogative
to make the choice themselves without being told that they should
discuss it with their parents or teachers or others in loco parentis.  The
cops demonstrating drug use to them have these children’s curiosity so
aroused that they anxiously try them and usually do.   It was explained
repeatedly that the choice was theirs,  as though you can do it if you
choose, so they try it soon after the lecture, then it is too late, they can’t
say no to it.  They are not told that their parents should have a voice, that
they shouldn’t make a choice in any event, especially without first getting
advice about it from their parents rather than the drug dealers.   In fact
they shouldn’t be told anything whatsoever by these dope dealing cops,
recruiting young and innocent customers to buy their drugs and ruin their
lives, which is obviously one of the dealers goals.  The moral of this is
that they shouldn’t be introduced to the drug culture and told how to use
it, under any circumstances.   These D.A.R.E. instructors are certainly
contributing towards these children becoming addicted to the drugs that
they are selling.   Many young student graduates of the D.A.R.E.
Program try it and become customers of the dealers, their D.A.R.E.
teachers, in fact some of the students in this program try it and buy it
immediately afterwards from their class mates who take it to school to
sell, wearing beepers so they can make deliveries during noon and after
school.  Many principals of these schools have ordered the deputies
teaching students how to use drugs, off of the campus, and rightly so.
The, “say no to drugs” and the D.A.R.E. programs were conceived by
the organized conspiracy to import and sell drugs in this Country as a
propaganda subterfuge.   The cops teaching the students how to use
drugs are the same people that are seizing it on the Interstate and having
people sell it on the streets and elsewhere.  Is this a conflict of interest?
This “Say No” propaganda is principally aimed at school children.  The
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cop dealers are not interested in the future of these children, only the
money and power that they gain from the proceeds of the sales.   Money,
Power and the Corruption of the American Citizen’s children, so as to
destroy the American Heritage and Christian Society, making the citizens
easier to suppress and control for the New World Order  that these
traitors think that they will impose upon American Citizens.  So, beware
of supporters and promoters of  D.A.R.E. and the slogan, “Just say No.”
Just say “NO” to the D.A.R.E. program and their teachers, most of
whom are dirty cop drug dealers.   This is a very clever ploy conceived
by big time dealers to recruit customers.  Psychologically the government
is saying to our youths, “We are resigned that cocaine sales are here to
stay, so, if you don’t want to use our product, just say no to it, then if
you get hooked on it, its not our fault because we told you to say no to
it and that the choice was yours.”    What a great psychological
deception!  Recently the law enforcement drug peddlers started a new
scheme to destroy this Country.  They demonstrate a concoction to the
students which smells like marijuana smoke and they tell them that if
they smell this kind of odor at their home that they are to call the number
on a card given to them, and tell the person who answers that their
parents are smoking marijuana in their home.  What follows is that this
family is destroyed by the dope dealing cops, while all the time the
marijuana or other drugs used by the parents  have been provided to them
by the law enforcement, if that is what you want to call them.  My choice
of words for them is, “traitors”, “dope dealers”, and “thugs.”  Why do I
refer to them as a traitor?  This is most likened unto the Nazi Gestapo,
having children make criminals out of their parents.  Because what they
are doing is destroying the fabric of our society, destroying the White,
Black and Spanish Christian races of people, as well as their government,
making it very vulnerable to be taken over and controlled.

3.   Not one of “Them” will use the word “Cocaine” or “Crack”.  The
government dealers would prefer to have their products described with
less degradation, and not say anything about cocaine or crack, and the
profile people won’t discuss drug distribution with anyone for fear of
offending the law enforcement dealers/distributors.

4.  Not one of “Them” will discuss intelligently the drug problem and why it
is so rampant.
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5.  All of “Them” will criticize each and every person who speaks out
against drugs, and about the cops selling drugs, or they will change the
subject.  They will all defend those selling the poison, as well as
cooperate with them in concealing their operation, even in the face of
overwhelming facts.

6.   All of “Them” will vote to re-elect those selling the poison, in that they
are deriving some form of benefit from the elected or appointed
government officials selling it, or out of fear, so they just keep quiet.

7.  All of “Them” are fearful of their terrorist cocaine dealing leaders, and
are fearful of the cops targeting themselves, and are therefore fearful of
voicing any opposition.

8.  If you relate to one of “Them” what the cops are doing they will call you,
and refer to you as a liar, or crazy, drugged, or senile.  They will attempt
to destroy your character and credibility.  It takes a very strong person to
stand up and speak out about this matter, and to endure their assaults
upon you, but, is this Country and our Constitution worth saving, or
should we revert back to savagery and lawlessness because we are
gutless cowards?

9.  If you mention to “Them” about cops selling drugs, they will change the
subject or say something like, “What else is new?”

10.  If you mention it to a law enforcement officer that you know well
enough that they are dealing drugs, and that he and most people are
aware  that you know what is taking place, he won’t deny it, and  will
probably tell you, “We are the law, so, who is going to do anything about
it?”

11.  The best way to know if your cops are drug dealers is to ask around
about what is done with the drugs that the cops seize.  The law requires
that it be destroyed in the presence of witnesses.  You will never find any
of these nonexistent  witnesses, in that it is never destroyed.  How many
law enforcement people do you know that would destroy a substance that
has the value of cocaine, which is three or four times greater than the
price of gold?

12.  If you want to be called and  labeled a liar, and unmercifully harassed
and intimidated and demonized, just try discussing this matter of the
governments cocaine operation with you District Attorney, or any other
political figure  in any area where the law enforcement is conducting its
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cocaine sales operations.  There are a few honest Sheriffs, Chiefs of
Police and Prosecutors, but not where you find cocaine for sale on the
streets and crack houses operating in their city.

13.  Ask your judges about this matter.  Discuss with him what he is doing
with repeat offenders, sentence wise.  Here, they are repeatedly placed
under house arrest  and confinement for a period of time, and  the house
where they are confined to, always turns out to be a crack house.  He
will probably tell you that the situation is so far gone that it is impossible
to find a solution for it.  This is true, but it could be corrected if there
were someone who was willing to arrest the cops who are openly and
notoriously distribution this drug.   Sure it is out of control where the law
enforcement are the criminals, this is called anarchy, terrorism, treason,
the motive behind it is to enslave American Citizens, destroy their
government and take total control of it.  I have had many people, honest,
fair minded citizens, including one business woman to tell me that no
dope dealing cop is going to arrest her for anything, right or wrong, that
she will not submit to such an unlawful arrest by a criminal.  If you want
to really attack them and hurt their operation, just shine the light of truth
on them and expose to the public what they are doing, they cannot stand
the light of truth.

14.   The cops use convicts and inmates, and develop a deviate familiarity
with them, for perverse reasons and purposes.  I am reminded about a
recent case where the Sheriff  liked this prison inmate who had several
felony convictions,  he got the good judge  that he has blackmailed and
controls, to expunge all of his records.  He was then released from jail,
put in a sheriffs deputy uniform, gave him a marked sheriffs vehicle,
weapon, and sent him up on the interstate to pull over suspect cars,
search them, and if drugs were found, to take them, the money, jewelry,
etc., and let them go.  This  convict/deputy, moved out of the jail into a
house, would hijack vehicles on the Interstate and take his loot, drugs,
money and jewelry home to his two live in gay, ex-convict friends, all of
them used them, sold them, and while this deputy was up on the
interstate working so hard to seize things, his boys were in the
neighborhood burglarizing homes and selling their loot, along with the
drugs, until I put a stop to it by exposing this racket.  By the way, this
deputy was caught by a city policeman in his official Sheriffs marked
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Jeep vehicle, parked on the street, performing oral sex on a 16 year old
boy.  But the policeman who saw it made no report of it, or if he did, it
disappeared.  Power and  money, as well as the conspiracy of silence
goes to their head.

15.  A person who is “one of them” will not discuss the fact that the Sheriff
gets most all of the cocaine that he sells and distributes all over the state
from seizing it and the vehicles on Interstate I-10, free of course.   I am
told by authoritative and honest responsible federal agents that the
Sheriff seizes about one ton of cocaine per month on the Interstate.  (I
might add here that there are a very large number of  federal agents who
are not part and parcel of this treasonous operation, and will fight for
what is right, fair and honest and the protection of the Constitution when
the time come.)   None of the seized drugs are ever reported or
destroyed.  No records, no accounting of  any drugs seized are kept.  I
might add here that there have been thousands of vehicles seized  by the
Sheriff, they obviously were given to anyone who has a wrecker, towed
away, stored in their lots, advertised in the Sun Herald as Abandoned
Vehicles, which gives them a new identity, and sold, but not one citizen
or law enforcement agent has found time to reveal what is happening to
these vehicles which are, as well as the proceeds gleaned form their sale,
the property of the County.   For the first time in over ten years, the
Sheriff has recently noticed a sale of seized equipment.  For the first time
in 10 years I have not recently seen any ads about these abandoned
vehicles in the Sun Herald legal notices.   Did suddenly people quit
abandoning their vehicles?   Where are all of those things seized in the
past ten years?  Why start now?  Why not just keep this stuff as well?
Anyway, all of the profits are free and clear from the sale of the cocaine,
no Colombians to have to pay.

Who are the victims?:
Each and every honest, fair minded, hard working, conscientious, patriotic
American Citizen who believes in this Country, and are concerned about
preserving law and order and the Constitution, as well as, but more so, their
own children’s future, are rapidly becoming  tenaciously interested in this
situation.  It is sick, evil, and the most unforgiving thing that could occur is
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for these thugs to do this damage to the citizens of this Country.  That is
why the upcoming revolution brought about by our government’s total
failure to do anything about this situation, is going to be the bloodiest in
history.  You can be assured that anyone who has become addicted to this
product can thank their local friendly law enforcement people because they
are the principal and  are the exclusive and only dealers of this poison.  They
have a monopoly, maintained by force and violence.   So, where else could
one place the blame?

Blackmail:
How could such a corrupt, dysfunctional, criminal dope dealing, thieving
operation be organized and put together and continue to function for so long
a period of time without anyone doing anything about it?  Easy!  Just  elect
your sheriff, become his deputy and/or  lawyer,  act under color of, and
under the protection of the law, and in violation of the law, buy you a private
located, hideaway, fishing or hunting camp, and entertain your friends, and I
use the word friends loosely, and have a large delicious dinner, and invite
the person that you want to blackmail, own and control.  One at the time,
please.  Have inmates there, introduced as student chefs from New Orleans,
to prepare the meal, pour the wine and do other things, as well.  Slip a
mickey in the drink, one prepared for you to use by the doctor that you have
already blackmailed.  Drug your victim, have your inmates/chefs take him
into the back room, undress him, and the inmates to position their nude
bodies and erections in positions to make it obvious to the hidden cameras,
and some not so hidden, that your blackmailee is having consensual, oral
and anal sex with these inmates.  When your victim comes to, dress him,
show him the photos, tell him that you have got what you want and that you
now own him and that hereafter he will do as he is told to do.  Threaten him
with his life and promise him money.  You then will control him, even
though he is an influential citizen, millionaire, judge, lawyer, doctor, or
someone that you want to use in some illegal way, or someone you want to
get out of the way, or silence.  I ask what kind of criminal mentality,
criminal psychopathic, deviate personality does it take to carry out such a
dastardly operation as this?   Would you believe anything this man tells you?
Would you trust him to run your government for you?   This is how the
membership in this criminal, terrorist, traitorist conspiracy grows.  I don’t
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think that they get many volunteers, especially these days.  This is how you
prevent one from exposing your illegal, corrupt and evil, multi-billion dollar
drug operation that is ruining the lives of the children of this Country,
destroying the integrity of the Country, its government, destroying our, well,
everything, as well as bringing about the bloodiest revolution that the world
will ever hear of,  predicted to occur soon, and compared only to the
Russian Revolution of 1917.  I would ask, what penalty should these
blackmailers suffer at the hands of the (honest) law, in the event we had law
and order, which soon, I believe that we will, of course, after the revolution?
I am not advocating a revolution, I am predicting one, which is  ostensibly
inevitable, based on the fact that those in government who can do something
to clean up this mess, are not doing it, and who have both actual and
constructive knowledge of what is occurring, and are therefore ostensibly,
part of  it.  I am informed that the Militia people have identified 52 people,
top level characters in government, who are responsible for the operation of
this criminal drug conspiracy all across the Country, and  who are targets of
the Militia, and  who are to be called upon to answer for their crimes, in due
course.  So, why don’t those in government who are responsible for this,
just quit it now, and avoid a bloody revolution and save this Country from
destruction?  The answer is greed, meanness, criminal mentality, power, as
well as criminal involvement they cannot  easily withdraw from.  The thugs
won’t surrender their power and money and replace it with law and order.
Nor will they allow their coconspirators and blackmailed members to
withdraw from their roles in it.  Therefore, it is going to take a lot of blood
and guts to clean it up and turn it around, that is to say, restore law and
order and the Constitution.

So, we see the corrupt law enforcement  people blackmailing influential
citizens in order to gain their cooperation, enslave them, and prevent them
from snitching on the corrupt members of this evil conspiracy.  I have
learned that there is a conspiracy, a lawful one, by many of the
blackmailees, who are taking the position that they will no longer continue
to be blackmailed by their blackmailers, so they are taking the position,
“show the pictures,” and I will deal with that rather than to take their
unlawful and oppressive orders and be their slaves and criminal
conspirators.  While on the subject, in the past years the Sheriffs Dept. has
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operated a blackmail operation at the County Farm, as I am told by several
different knowledgeable witnesses who are inside sources, where those not
yet blackmailed by the use of sex and drugs, as well as those who already
are blackmailed, are invited to the “Stables” at the County farm.  As related
to me, the person or honest citizen, into whose confidence one of the thugs
has gotten, is invited to go up to the County Farm, told to drive back to the
building behind the main building and go inside.  An inmate comes in and
the doors are locked, cocaine is used, followed by sex.  When this is over
and the guest leaves the deputy comes out and reloads the tape in the hidden
video camera. This person is now a slave to the terrorist thugs.  This means
is also used to keep those already blackmailed contented and controllable.
This situation has been so broadly revealed to the public recently, I am not
certain that this is still going on or not, but the same thing has been taking
place since 1987, even in the old jail.  I ask how an illegal and corrupt drug
dealing operation like this could continue for ten years without something
being done about it?  It’s members are recruited with money, drugs and sex,
voluntarily and involuntarily.

Then, at this time, what we have is the Black people that the criminals in
charge, use to, handle, store, package, sell and deliver,  as well as purchase
and use, and market on the side of the streets, as well as in apartment
complexes, and any other place wherever it can be sold, crack cocaine.  The
Blacks who used to sell and distribute it have wised up, took video tapes,
audio tapes and gotten other evidence of their masters crimes, of the cops
committing felony after felony, and now the Blacks under the leadership of
one man, are blackmailing their blackmailers who now have become the
blackmailees, taking orders from their own dope dealers.  Some of the Black
organization people have photos of judges and others in high places buying
it, or taking money, so they give orders  to the Sheriff, Chiefs of Police,
Judges, and other as to what  dispositions to make of  criminal  as well as
civil cases.     (At this point I will say that in many of these driveby crack
sales locations Militia people with long lens, light sensitive  video  cameras
sit in a strategic location and photograph people buying it, and you would be
surprised who some of them are.)   The orders given by this new breed of
dealers, all of them Black people, and professional dealers, are followed
explicitly by those operating our Criminal Justice System.  So now, the law
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enforcement and others involved in the cocaine sales and distribution, take
their orders from this Black group who have little or no education, are
professional drug dealers, and are now running the County’s  Legal Justice
Law Enforcement System.   I am sure you consider this to be a dangerous
situation, in fact this is terrorism stacked upon terrorism, compounded ten
fold.  You may say, “Impeach the bastards, kick them out of office.”  That is
not easy to do when “They” control every one who could accomplish it, as
well as the billions of  drug dollars.  They have the power and the money, as
well as the authority of law behind them.  One thing that they failed to
consider is that we honest citizens have the power of God Almighty on our
side, which in my opinion kind of  more than levels the playing field, don’t
it?  Is this Country ripe for a revolution?   Yes!

What we have in this Country is all of the crooked, evil terrorists coming
together at all levels of government  taking that dirty, evil money, violating
their  oaths of office where they swore to uphold and defend the
Constitution of the United States, and then lying about it, and destroying the
greatest Country and government  on the face of the earth, creating  a huge
conspiracy to commit multitudes of heinous crimes, and blackmailing the
good guys who could,  but for their being blackmailed by terrorist thugs,
clean it up.   So, I ask you, who is going to do anything about it?  What are
you going to do about it, anything?   Do you have any opinion or
suggestions as to how this matter should be handled, and also, what penalty
the terrorist drug dealers, thieves, murderers, anarchists, traitors, and
political terrorists should suffer when law and order is restored in America?
If not, you need to give it a lot of thought.  This is your Country, and you are
charged with the responsibility of running it properly, or suffering the
consequences of living in a terrorist police state.

One solution underway to clean up the drug problem that the United States
Government created, and is operating, is for a posse of citizens to form a
group  and make citizens arrests of the members of our illustrious cocaine
cartel.  The problem being is that the prosecutor is also a member of the
enterprise and would fail to prosecute, or will find some error of law to
cause a dismissal.   This impasse leads directly to revolution.  None of these
cop controlled cocaine dealers worry about a conviction, so, the only other
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solution to save the children, our citizens, and our government from total
destruction is by civilian action, by citizens, who have the courage and
patriotism to make citizens arrests of our law enforcement people who are
operating the cocaine enterprise and who are also covering it up, as well as
aiding and abetting the criminals.  Some have suggested to me that every
volunteer citizen bring with them enough hemp rope (it don’t stretch like
nylon) with a noose tied in one end of it,  and after a quick fair trial, that the
sentencing and executions take place.   The people in our government, both
State and Federal have had an abundance of both actual and constructive
notice of this criminal, treasonous enterprise operating to the detriment of
the citizens and their government, and have failed totally to do anything
about it.  All that the President and his Attorney General, referring to both
the present and previous Presidents, have to do is to order the enforcement
agents to do their job, but they have wholly failed to do any thing close to
this because they obviously are part of the problem rather than part of the
cure.  It is therefore incumbent upon we citizens to clean up our government
by doing it ourselves, since all other lawful means have utterly failed.  One
person remarked to me that there isn’t enough hemp rope or oak trees to go
around,  to do the job of getting rid of all of them in government, their
accessories, accomplices and co-conspirators  that are participating in this
criminal cocaine enterprise.   It’s the money, as well as the conspiracy to
destroy this Country, its Christian heritage, culture and government.   I have
learned that volunteers are lining up to do the job.

“We the people are the rightful masters of both Congress and the
Courts--not to overthrow the Constitution, but to overthrow the men who
pervert the Constitution.”  Abraham Lincoln.

“God grants liberty only to those who love it, and who are always
ready to guard and defend it.”  Daniel Webster.

“Those who have long enjoyed such privileges, as we enjoy, forget
in time that men have died to win them.”  Franklin D. Roosevelt.

END
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